Costa Brava villa rentals opportunities
Costa Brava is the name of the northern coast of Catalonia – the most
distinctive and picturesque territory of Spain. It stretches from Blanes city to the
border with France. This is mainly rocky and steep bank, which cuts into the sea by
narrow bays, creating small secluded beaches with clear green water between the red
rocks, covered with pines.
Those people, who want to stay in Costa Brava
can chose villa rentals opportunities in small fishing
town Lance, located just 15 kilometers away from the
French border. Rich history starting from the tenth
century, pretty bays, picturesque surroundings, exquisite
fish restaurants, cheap bars and liquor stores attract tourists here. Apartment’s rentals
in Costa Brava, for those, settled in Roses or Empuriabrava will also not cost much,
especially if you choose one of the local hostels.
It is better to book accommodation in the village of Begur in advance via the
Internet, because it is rather hard to find free villa or apartment in this tiny village
with a castle on a mountain in peak tourist season. Lloret de Mar Lovers - a famous
tourist center with four sandy beaches and promenade with palm trees is more
appropriate place for accommodation for lovers of night entertainment. Best
apartments and villa in Costa Brava are located in Playa de Aro - a popular resort,
located 100 km away from Barcelona. It is known for a wide sandy beach, cafes,
restaurants and fashion boutiques. Rent an apartment in Costa Brava is rater cheap
option for accommodation by the sea.
You can find quality and at the same time cheap apartments in Costa Brava in
Tossa de Mar or Blanes - the southernmost point of
the coast. Magnificent sandy beach, two botanical
gardens and a huge number of water sports facilities
are located there. It is a good place to visit with
children. Nice sandy beaches are located in Sant
Antoni

de

Calonge.

Generally,

it

is

quite

inexpensive to rent an apartment in Costa Brava, but it is better to choose not peak

season, or first week of its beginning or last week of its ending. This gives you an
opportunity to get a good discount. Lovers of history and affordable housing also
should pay attention to Calonge - a small cozy resort with a castle of the 11th century
and Pals - a pleasant town with a carefully preserved old town center and excellent
sandy beach of 3 km long. Not everyone can afford to buy a house or apartment in
Costa Brava, but almost everyone can rent a place for comfortable summer vacations.
Julia Repkina for Sweethomeabroad.com company offering villa and
apartments rentals in Costa Brava and Costa Dorada.
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